
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

MID TO LONG SHAFT LENGTHS 

Harder To Hit? 
 

Let me start off by telling you emphatically that these ‘Long Shafted Sticks’ (‘#4 Iron and 

longer’) absolutely require a predominantly ‘Swinging Action’ more than a ‘Hitting Action’. The 

‘Hitting Element’ occurs in the ‘Bottom Half Of The Swing Circle’ ONLY! (see ‘The Retreating 

and Advancing Concept’) The ‘Bend & Straighten Drill’ or function takes place in this ‘2F 

Swing Segment’ (‘Pre Impact Through Impact & Separation Zone’ completion, which means 

through the ‘Intermediate Target’ (‘I/T’). Your ‘Top Of Back Swing’ (‘TOB’) is called the ‘1F 

Segment’. Your ‘Chase & Follow Segment’ is ‘3F’. The ‘Finish or Top Of Front Swing’ is ‘4F’.  

 

There is a ‘Bounce Back Position’ we call the ‘4B Swing Segment’. You had better “AskUs!” 

Touch base with your very own ‘555 Certified Teaching Professional’ (‘CTP’). You have one on 

retainer, don’t you?     

 

We are most accurately all ‘Swinging Hitters’. If this makes sense you shall be blessed and 

rewarded every day you get a ‘Golf Club In Hand’. “Swing Early & Hit Late!” 

 

If you can ‘Keep The Brace Leg Drive Throttle ON’ through the ‘Swing Energy Gate’, (two tees 

in the ground about 4 inches apart 10 to 15 inches in front of the ball) you shall be a happy 

golfer.   

 

It is beneficial to strive to always swing ‘Down Out Forward & Through’ (‘DOFT’). Thus, the 

feeling you will get, especially with the ‘Longer Shafted Clubs’, is that you are swinging and 

hitting towards the ‘Low Energy Side Of The Target Line’. That means towards ‘Right Field’ 

and the right rough. It instills a bit of ‘Push Feel’. “Brace Lever Extensor Action’ (‘BLEA’) 

causes this correct feeling. (see ‘Bend & Straighten’) 

 

A bit out of the blue, I want to tell you that your ‘555 Team’ highly recommends that you set-

Up’ using what we refer to as ‘Impact Fix’ and not ‘Address Ready’ or ‘Tap Tap Tap’. If you 

have not read about his gifted approach to ‘Set-Up’, give the ‘555 Team’ a call … soon!   

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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